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AlpVision presents for the first time in public its Cryptoglyph® technology for protection of high security government documents against data leakage


The solution is integratable in a standard office workflow. It is developed as an add-in to MS-Word. Documents protected this way can be printed on any Laser B/W printer. The Cryptoglyph visible pattern contains a multitude of tiny little dots which resist multiple photocopy passes. They enable immediate identification of both the source and the recipient of the document, even if only a fraction of the document is available. A simple flatbed office scanner and a dedicated software application are enough to carry out the source/recipient identification.

This solution is extremely simple to implement in any digital document automation system. Each Cryptoglyph® pattern can be different and allotted to an individual recipient. In case of leaks, even when attempts are made to remove some of the visible dots, the identification remains possible due to the highly redundant nature of the Cryptoglyph.

The conference will be presented at 2.35 PM by Steven Ng of Veridoc, an AlpVision representative in Malaysia. It will take place at Hilton Hotel in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, located just 30 minutes from Kuala Lumpur International Airport by KLIA express.
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AlpVision S.A is the world's leader in invisible technologies for product authentication and counterfeit protection. In 2001, the company invented a breakthrough authentication technology for various packaging components and layers which is widely used by Forbes 2000 companies, in particular pharmaceutical and tobacco industries. AlpVision reached profitability in 2003 and has grown steadily since. In 2005 the company invented another breakthrough authentication technology for molded parts which does not require any additional marking.
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